
SHORT CUTS

“The rise of the great movie stars is almost 
always a story of collaboration with great 
directors. The film career of Marlene Dietrich 
burst into enduring prominence in 1930, with 
Josef von Sternberg’s The Blue Angel, and 
they made six more films together, including 
Dishonored, from 1931, in which Dietrich’s 
onscreen persona became refined to a degree 
of breathtaking precision, and expanded to 
a historical—even a philosophical—scope. 
Dishonored, set during the First World War, 
is a story of danger and death; it’s a war film 
in which the crucial battles are psychological 
ones that are fought in back rooms. Diet-
rich plays a spy, or, rather, a prostitute who 
becomes a spy—Agent X-27, to be specif-
ic; she boldly and slyly uses her powers of 

seduction to expose enemy spies and extract 
their secrets. It’s also a sort of musical, in 
which Dietrich deploys the music-hall artistry 
that’s essential to The Blue Angel and gives it a 
deliriously political angle.”
- Richard Brody, The New Yorker [2017]

“Film is a collaborative medium, or so people 
say, unless by ‘people’ we mean Josef von 
Sternberg. To become a director is, more 
often than not, to reveal yourself as a control 
freak, but von Sternberg was the original mi-
cromanager, and his arrogance was legendary. 
Even long after his career was over, he was 
reluctant to discuss colleagues. Screenwriter 
Jules Furthman was responsible for much 
of the script of Shanghai Express, but von 
Sternberg always maintained that the entire 
treatment was one page written by story 
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creator Harry Hervey. Von Sternberg biogra-
pher John Baxter cites the gifted Paramount 
art director Hans Dreier as a major stylistic 
influence, taking the director from a realistic 
approach to the “veiled sensuality” he would 
develop over the course of his career—and 
adds drily, ‘It goes without saying that [Drei-
er] receives no mention in Fun in a Chinese 
Laundry,’ von Sternberg’s notoriously cranky 
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memoir...As von Sternberg’s vision grew and 
expanded, so did Dreier’s, to include things 
like the vast courtyard in which X-27 breathes 
her last in Dishonored. Its walls are so tall they 
seem to belong to Mad King Ludwig’s castle, 
and the bricks are also enormous and sculpt-
ed, the better to contrast with the slender 
beauty facing the firing squad.”
- Farran Smith Nehme, Current [2018]

CAST & CREW

Director ............................. Josef von Sternberg
Writers ...............................Daniel Nathan Rubin
 & Josef von Sternberg
Story “X-27” ...................... Josef von Sternberg

Marie Kolverer / X27 .............Marlene Dietrich 
Colonel Kranau .......................Victor McLaglen 
Austrian SS Chief .........Gustav von Seyffertitz 
Colonel von Hindau ...................Warner Oland 
Colonel Kovrin ................................... Lew Cody 
Young Lt. (Firing Squad) .............Barry Norton

DIRECTOR FILMOGRAPHY

•  The Epic That Never Was (I, Claudius) 
(1965)

• Jet Pilot (1957)
• Macao (1952)
• Anatahan (1952)
• The Shanghai Gesture (1942)
• I Take This Woman (1940)
• Sergeant Madden (1939)
• I, Claudius (1937)
• The King Steps Out (1936)
• Crime and Punishment (1935)
• The Devil Is a Woman (1935)
• The Scarlet Empress (1934)
• Shanghai Express (1932)
• Blonde Venus (1932)
• Dishonored (1931)
• An American Tragedy (1931)
• Morocco (1930)
• The Blue Angel (1930)
• Thunderbolt (1929)
• The Case of Lena Smith (1929)
• The Dragnet (1928)
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE:

SHANGHAI EXPRESS [1932]
Sat, December 4th, 2021 | 1:00pm

THE SCARLETT EMPRESS 
[1934]

Sat, December 18th, 2021 | 1:00pm

SWING TIME [1936]
Sat, January 8th, 2022 | 1:00pm

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY 
[1942]

Sat, January 22nd, 2022 | 1:00pm

A STAR IS BORN [1954]
Sat, February 5th, 2022 | 1:00pm

• The Docks of New York (1928)
• The Last Command (1928)
• Underworld (1927)
• A Woman of the Sea (1926)
• The Exquisite Sinner (1926)
• The Masked Bride (1925)
• Salvation Hunters (1925)
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